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Abstract
‘New Digital Cartesianism’ investigates the socio-material power
inequities embedded in text-based, computer-mediated
communication (CMC). Is the body really transcended in
text-based computer-mediated communication? This article
summarizes software and hardware advertising ‘hypes’,
cyber-enthusiast ‘hopes’, and the ‘actualities’ of CMC which
contradict this virtual dream of pure minds communicating.
Marketing hypes and cyberhopes mythologize disembodied
CMC with promises of anonymity and fluid identities. However,
the actualities of how users interpret and derive meaning from
text-based communication often involve reductive bodily
markers that re-invoke stereotypes of racialized, sexualized and
gendered bodies. Ironically, despite claims that CMC achieves
Descartes’ dream of ‘pure minds’ and the transcendence of body,
users frequently rely on stereotyped images and descriptions of
bodies in order to confer authenticity and signification to textual
utterances. In digital Cartesianism, the body actually functions as
a necessary arbiter of meaning and final signifier of what is
accepted as ‘real’ and ‘true’.
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‘New Digital Cartesianism’ investigates the virtual vapor trails of
existing socio-material power inequities in text-based computer-mediated
communication (CMC).While marketing hypes and cyber-enthusiast hopes
actively mythologize the potentials of disembodied CMC with promises of
anonymity and fluid identities, the actualities of the way in which users
interpret and derive meaning from text-based communication often involve
reductive bodily markers that re-invoke stereotypical notions of racialized,
sexualized and gendered bodies. Ironically, this new digital Cartesianism,
initiated by a rhetorical cheerleading of the mind/body split as a desirable
aim of CMC, ultimately results in the invocation of stereotyped bodies in
order to confer authenticity and signification to textual utterances.
At stake is not just whether we can achieve a new adaptation of Descartes’
disembodied dream or not, but how the imagined construction of online
spaces functions as a material productive force that reinscribes existing social
relations.1 Evoking Henri Lefebvre, David Harvey writes, ‘spaces of
representation . . . have the potential not only to affect representation of space
but also to act as a material productive force with respect to spatial practices’
(1990: 196; see also Lefebvre, 1981).This article makes the case that in digital
Cartesianism, although the body is allegedly ‘transcended’ in virtual
environments according to the hypes and hopes, it actually functions as
a necessary arbiter of meaning and final signifier of what is accepted as
‘real’ and ‘true’.To illustrate this paradox, it summarizes the ‘hypes’ of
the technology advertisers and the ‘hopes’ of cyber-enthusiasts, then
outlines the ‘actualities’ of CMC which contradict these very hypes and
hopes.
The purpose of this article is to demonstrate the potency of these cultural
stereotypes which appear requisite to meaning-making within communication
and dialogue, and how these reductive conceptions of gender, race and bodies
invade even the supposedly ‘transcendent’ space of online CMC which lacks
visible markers.The intention is neither to disparage social use of online
environments such as MUDs (multi-user domains) and MOOs (MUD
object-oriented), nor to castigate users, nor even to dismiss those users who do
experience ‘freedom’ from traditional identities in online environments. Rather,
the aim is to substantiate that, despite the hypes and hopes of the freedom
offered by transcending usual images of the other, there comes a point at which
users crave information about traditional markers of the body – to know the
‘meat’ that accompanies the textual bones (see Gibson, 1994).
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While a fair amount has been written about the representations of bodies
in social online environments such as MOOS and MUDs, little has been
written about the implications of new digital Cartesianism for online
educational environments.Thus, this inquiry is situated at the intersection of
several nascent disciplines. First, feminist poststructuralist and postcolonial
analyses of the importance of material and embodied experience
(Fanon, 1967[1952]; Grosz, 1993; Probyn, 1993) and how this has been
prematurely dismissed (Adam, 1998; Balsamo, 2000; Boler, 2002).2 Second,
cultural geographies that analyse the ‘time–space compression’ and ‘death of
distance’ arguments within the context of globalization, which also signal the
necessary intersections of theorizations of ‘space and place’ alongside analyses
of discourses and experiences of cyberculture (Harvey, 2000; McDowell,
1999; Massey, 1994; Robins and Webster, 1999).Third, the implications of
these socio-theoretical shifts in relation to educational theory and practice
(Boler, 2002; De Castell and Jenson, 2004; Zembylas, 2005).The central
question underpinning this critique of digital Cartesianism is: whose goal
is it to transcend the body and what may be lost in this migration to new
spatial imaginaries? These interdisciplinary approaches share a common
concern with how bodies, space and social relations are understood best
within materialist terms, and how the shift from proximity to CMC redefines
the way in which we conceptualize social networks and relationships of
self and other, thus placing radical, critical and transformative pedagogies
at risk.
This analysis focuses on text-based CMC. As broader bandwidth
communication such as multidirectional webcams become more common, we
will need to revisit how users do or do not use markers of the body to interpret communication in ways that are similar to or different from face-to-face
(F2F) communication. Online users who know nothing about one another’s
‘bodies’ sometimes do experience fulfillment of the Cartesian dream of ‘pure
minds’. Although it is argued that, at present, the spaces created in online,
text-based CMC frequently fail to deliver on this promise, the eventual
accomplishment of communication entirely divorced from stereotyped
significance of the uttering body is not precluded.
Important distinctions need to be made between social MUDs and MOOs
and other environments such as web-enhanced educational environments, for
example where threaded discussions or instant messaging (IM) is used to
complement F2F education. Some may challenge that critiques of social
CMC are not applicable to educational uses of CMC (or to newsgroups,
listservs or other chat environments) because adopting a ‘fictional’ identity in
these latter spaces is unlikely. However, in web-enhanced education (i.e. where
part of the course is experienced in F2F and the rest is conducted online
through threaded discussions), there is a greater likelihood, especially in large
class sizes, that users will ‘fill in’ an image of the other. Further, in educational
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environments that are entirely online, users do ‘fill in’ identity markers, often
with stereotyped conceptions of others’ age, sex and location, just as in other
environments (Boler and Vellenga, 2000).3
This article is organized in five sections. First, the relation of the body to
CMC and education will be discussed, followed by the discourse of hypes.
The discourse of hopes is then addressed, followed by the actualities. Finally,
the implications of new digital Cartesianism for progressive pedagogies are
considered.
WHAT’S THE PROBLEM? CMC, BODIES AND SOCIAL CHANGE
Some educators place a premium on the pedagogical significance of the body.
Text-based, computer-mediated digital culture repackages the Cartesian desire
to transcend the ‘truth-polluting’ body. As such, this apparent disembodiment
created in cyberculture poses a genuine dilemma for critical, feminist and
progressive educators who have invested decades in ensuring that ‘the body’
be recognized as essential to knowledge production (Grosz, 1993; Probyn,
1993; Senft, 1996).
In an article published in the Chronicle of Higher Education, Ingrid Banks
argues that her body is a central aspect of the curriculum and pedagogy:
As a black female teaching African-American Studies, I am troubled by the prospect
of being asked to teach Online or televised courses. I fear that they would obscure
or even erase my presence in the classroom.When I walk into class on the first day
of the term, I know that my presence there sends a political message. By standing in
front of my students, I challenge not only their conception of the typical – that is,
white and male – professor, but also their images of black people. (1998: B6)

Yet other educators, equally committed to progressive pedagogies, argue that
the relative anonymity of online interaction encourages students to participate
more freely in dialogue and conversation.4 Some studies suggest that students
who are typically silent in the F2F classroom participate more frequently in
online environments.The relative anonymity of disembodiment may
encourage freedom of expression, emboldening students to express politically
incorrect views that warrant discussion. As Banks further expresses,
some colleagues have told me that certain students are willing to say things
online that they would not mention in the classroom. Given that I teach
sensitive material that challenges students to think critically, the Internet could
be a great way of pushing students to discuss why they think the way they do.
(1998: B6)

There are also strong counter-arguments in favour of having these difficult
conversations in person. Banks states clearly:
I don’t like the idea of students hiding behind a computer monitor. I want to
engage them and I want them to engage each other, face to face. Over the
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course of the semester, I want to see their uncomfortable facial expressions and
body language change. Of course, some expressions and gestures won’t change,
which is also information that I want to have. (1998: B6)

This value of an embodied pedagogy has been developed by a range of
progressive, radical and feminist theorists, points which are taken up in the
concluding section of this article (Boler, 1997a, 1999; Ellsworth, 1989).
Does disembodiment allow for growth and transformation? No doubt, to
express difference in the absence of F2F may be more comfortable. But is
comfort a goal of education? Given the aims of pedagogies of discomfort (see
Boler, 1999), of learning to witness rather than spectate in order to understand
the social responsibilities inherent to seeing differently, what is the cost of
replacing discomfort with the convenience of anonymity? At present, there
exists a significant gulf between the research undertaken about instructional
technologies and how CMC can be used towards liberatory pedagogical
goals.5 A scrutiny of digital Cartesianism has implications for how we develop
a critical digital pedagogy.
THE HYPES
‘Hypes’ refers to the marketing discourses employed to promote and sell
software, hardware and other CMC technologies. Surveying the images and
texts of advertisements used to target consumers from around 2000 reveals
several, frequently recurring themes: transcending bodies, transcending
differences and transcending space and place.To discern the rationale and
narrative thrust behind these hypes, let us begin by illustrating how the
socio-historical frame of neo-liberalism functions as a cornerstone for
advertising hypes.6
Neo-liberal Cartesianism
A neo-liberal version of the Cartesian binary of mind and body sells
differences by simultaneously highlighting difference of race and nation while
erasing them; differences or bodies are recognized, situated within the
discourse as an obstacle of some sort and ‘displaced’ through a re-emphasis of
mind or transcendence of difference or body.7
The neo-liberal discourse of simultaneously marking difference in order to
erase it is well exemplified in a series of World.com television advertisements
for Generation Digital (See Figure 1).8 This series depicts a series of
seemingly multicultural, ambiguously categorized bodies against high-speed
backdrops of urban landscapes. In rapid succession seven diverse persons
repeat, in different accents, the phrase ‘I was born into a new generation’, or in
the case of the one older white man,‘I was reborn into a new generation’.Then
one person states,‘It isn’t about country’, another,‘It isn’t about culture’, and
then a white (Australian) girl states emphatically,‘It’s about attitude’. Finally, a
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• Figure 1

Generation Digital

distinctly ‘other’ voice or body speaking in a heavy accent utters, ‘But we
speak the same language’.We’re told, ‘You’ve come to the right generation.
Generation Digital’.World.com depicts a utopian, globalized world where
‘you can be whomever you want to be’. Country and culture do not matter.
What defines Generation Digital is a ‘shared language’. In ‘Gen D’,
whatever our color or nationality, we all speak ‘digital’.The implication is that
digital is cleansed of any cultural determinants. In reality, digital is English,
thus revealing an imperialism which governs much of the internet and
software (Adam, 1998). In addition, Gen D bodies do not merely transcend;
they transcend through a mediated language. Language as a technology and
technologies themselves are not neutral (Castells, 2000; King, 2003), and in
this instance we are able to see the dialectic of difference concurrently
produced and erased.
The World.com commercial reveals the hypocrisy in the claim that on the
internet there is neither ‘race’, nor class, nor gender. Rather, these racialized
and gendered identities are necessary placeholders of difference which enable
the vision of the idealized community of neo-liberal sameness. Difference is
actually required for a world to exist in which differences do not matter. In
short, these selves are variations of a sovereign liberal individual.9 Jodi
O’Brien words this succinctly: ‘[On the internet,] can I really expect to be
treated just like everyone else? Does “just like everyone else” mean “just
like one of the [white] guys?”’ (1996: 56). A ‘white global consumer’
who transcends the body, local space and time in their fundamentally
interchangeable nature has replaced Descartes’ ‘man of reason’.
Hype 1: transcending bodies
This advertisement for ‘ThinkAd’ (Figure 2) explicitly represents one form of
digital Cartesian hype.‘Free the body’, states the text of the original advertisement,
‘and the mind will happily follow’. Shown in the foreground is a white male
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• Figure 2

‘ThinkAd’ (parodic recreation of original ad)

professional.A white woman is in the background, seated on a desk, next to a
computer, her bare legs seductively crossed, and her gaze turning ‘demurely’
downward (at what? her ankle?), and away from us. Both represent workers as
consumers/producers, in an ambiguous space–part office, part yuppie loft–where
technology allows people to be ‘free to roam’ from their desks. (ThinkAd) gives
people (read ‘bodies’) and ideas (read ‘minds’) extra space to roam (read
‘transcend’) … beyond the realm of their desk (read ‘space and place’).
Here again, stereotyped bodies are crucial for meaning-making (see Hall,
1997, ch. 4).The woman’s body is classically eroticized, even in her ‘free’
relation to the machine and her implied ability to ‘roam’ from the desk.
However, her position is all-too familiar in its fixed and static position as
appendage, subservient and subordinate, while the ‘older, wiser, white man’
roams in the foreground. Arguably, she is a bonus prize; a fringe benefit of the
freedom afforded to him through technology.
Hype 2: transcending differences
Closely related the hype of transcending the body is the hype of transcending
difference. Each requires the other. However, within advertising discourses,
often the two hypes are represented as distinct from one another.The classic
MCI commercial proclaims: ‘There is no race.There is no gender.There are
no infirmities.There are only minds’.10 Pure and unsullied communication
can take place regardless of embodied differences – in this case, an AfricanAmerican man in formal attire and a bright-faced, corn-fed, freckled,
ambiguously gendered youth can communicate across differences, thanks to
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• Figure 3

Picture Tel

new technologies. Picture Tel (Figure 3) asks, ‘Who will your students meet
today?’ and shows a colorful line up of what appears to be a Thai princess, an
astronaut, a ballerina and a Japanese geisha.These advertising hypes express a
world in which difference is transcended by technology; difference, first seen
and experienced, is then bridged or erased.The neo-liberal, concurrent
erasure or dependence on difference is foundational for each of these hypes.
The differently marked bodies are indispensable as a backdrop against which
to sell technologies that bridge or transcend.
What is wrong with this picture? Some might reply,‘Nothing! Why not
allow for users to engage difference through these computer-mediated forms?’
However,‘drive-by difference’ presents difference and the other as something
that can be ‘safely’ met or experienced – at a distance. A voyeuristic
‘experience’ of otherness is replicated, working against the explicit aims of
radical pedagogies, postcolonial critiques and feminist poststructuralism that
have worked for decades to establish the importance of embodied difference
encountered not through reductive notions of otherness, but through careful
recognition of precisely how difference is constructed and perceived (Boler,
1999; Lugones, 1989; Mohanty, 1989–90). In educational practice, drive-by
difference may result in superficial CMC about difference that fails to
challenge deeply the kinds of prejudice and stereotypes that people hold about
others (Riel, 1996). For example, in one account, two groups of young
children had been interacting online between Louisiana and New York for
some months.When the Louisiana group received a photograph of their
penpals, they expressed shock and asked ‘Where are the brothers?’ (Riel, 1996)
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They had assumed their penpals to be ‘black like them’. In this case, the gaze
brought to bear appears not necessarily to be the dominant cultural gaze but
the gaze of the self-seeking itself. In short, while there is a promise of
freedom in the anonymity of text-based virtual communities and a promise
that we transcend assumed differences in our online interactions, in fact, users
may tend to reproduce themselves in imagined others.
There is no guarantee that F2F classrooms will ensure that beliefs and
assumptions about others are profoundly challenged, but certainly one must
question whether packaging multicultural encounters through technology
achieves the kinds of interactions, communities and education envisioned as
progressive, feminist or liberatory.The ‘actualities’ of these educational uses of
technology will be discussed further in the final section of the article.
Hype 3: transcending space and place
A persistent illustration of the new digital Cartesianism involves hype about
transcending space and place.11 In this advertisement for iSell ([Figure 4] a
parodic recreation of the actual print ad image), we are told that,‘Redesigning a
campus is easy.You just knock down a few walls’. Brick and mortar universities
and traditional walls are replaceable with the connectivity of computer wireless
systems.The original image depicts a male and female couple happily seated
outdoors on a campus looking at a laptop screen together.The text of the
original ad describes creating a classroom from the entire world, following the
instructed wishes of a particular university, with the promise that staff as well as
students will be connected via the internet at all places and times.
In another ad from this series (not depicted visually here due to interesting
copyright issues faced by this author as might now be clear), the same software
company depicts parents and teachers seated in children’s school chairs in a
classroom, apparently at a meeting with one frustrated parent raising their hand.
This advertisement builds on the discourse of ‘time–space compression’12 – that
technology closes the gap of both space and time through its capacity to
transcend the limitations of material communication and bodies. It also
exemplifies the hype about the efficiency of CMC in relation to education. Not
only do we find the discourse that F2F communication in traditional space and
place is failing us in matters of education, but that schools need to model
themselves after business management to achieve success. In an even more
dramatic fashion, freedom from constraining space is thrust upon us by Academic
Systems (Figure 5), with the image of a teacher’s body roped to the blackboard,
sideways and partially upside down, chalk dangling in hand, with the
caption:‘Not as accessible to your students as you’d like to be?’The smaller
text reads:
If routine interaction is tying you down, break free with Academic Systems.
With our interactive English and Mathematics learning courses, much of the
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• Figure 4

iSell (parodic recreation of original ad)

basic learning is shifted to the software, enabling you to interact, engage and
connect with your students on an individual basis.

As in the previous advertisement, the assumption is that educational software
promises efficiency and frees up the ‘economy of attention’ (De Castell and
Jenson, 2004).Teachers can be ‘more accessible’ to their students. Left out of
the equation is the question of the quality of interaction or educational
experience, which is not in any way to dismiss or critique appropriate use of
web-enhanced education, but rather to highlight the particular hypes about
the limitations of bodies and space within educational technology advertising.
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• Figure 5

Academic Systems

Moreover, this implication begs the question of access to technology, whether
on the part of teachers or the parents.
The hypes represented in educational technology advertisements reflect the
new digital Cartesianism. Promises are made that by transcending the body and
difference, the mind will be accentuated, freed and enhanced.We can escape the
trappings and limitations of bodies and place through the promises of
technology. Efficiency and time are rewarded in exchange for bodies and space.
THE HOPES
Social theorists of cyberculture recognize the potential for challenging
notions of fixed and static identities, for fluidity of identity though gender
play and an escape from binaries. Such analyses have tended to focus on the
social interactions that take place in MOOs and MUDs.13
Whereas the primary impetus here is to show the overlap of the new
digital Cartesianism common to both the advertising hypes and these
sociotheoretical hopes, there is a key difference between the hypes and the
hopes: for the most part, cybertheorists do not want to ignore differences of
ethnicity, class, gender and sexual orientation. In fact, many are painfully
aware of these realities. Rather, their expressed desire to transcend the body
appears to reflect a yearning to change how we think about, experience and
envision social identities.The hopes reflect a desire to challenge static notions
of identity, engage fluidity and break down traditional binaries.
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Although cyber-enthusiast motives are quite different from the neo-liberal
hype discussed in the previous section, the outcome remains the same. In
advocating transcendence of the limiting aspects of embodiment, we
nonetheless carry the ‘virtual vapor trails’ of stereotyped notions of difference
embedded in our language, social imaginaries and practices.We reinscribe the
stereotypes that we sought to undo and lose the embodied differences that
feminists and poststructuralists see as precious aspects of subjectivity and
epistemology.
Hope 1: transcending bodies and difference
Can we challenge stereotypic experiences or perceptions of identity in CMC
environments? In 1993, Amy Bruckman wrote:
MUDs are an identity workshop . . . Gender swapping is an extreme example of
a fundamental fact: the network is in the process of changing not just how we
work, but how we think of ourselves–and ultimately, who we are. (1996: 5)

Over a decade later, we find similar hopes echoed: ‘On the Net, race and
gender distinctions dissolve’ (Gray, 2001: 188) The hopes invested in cyborgs
that transcend traditional binaries suggest, somewhat optimistically, that
‘bodies and persons are things that can be made’ (Gray, 2001: 191).These
hopes are reiterated sometimes within cyberwritings in language not very
different from the MCI commercial hype.To seek spaces in which we can
engage dialogue without having our utterances dismissed and foreclosed by
presuppositions is an admirable and worthy hope.
Progressive thinkers hold out the utopian hopes of transcendence, a hope
that in digital environments identities may be fluid and ‘queer’, neither fixed
nor in static form and may avoid the traps of binary and oppressive
assumptions about identities.The transcendence of bodies and difference is
achieved through two primary avenues: fluidity of online identities and
transcending binaries (e.g. of human/machine).
Fluidity of online identities
According to the hopes, one promise of online spaces is that users have
freedom to construct virtual,‘fictional’ identities that allow them to move
beyond the constraints of the usual social markers of ethnicity, class, gender, age
and ability.The ‘queer’ hope, as it might be called, beholds cyberspace as
potential for emergent identities. In this idealized view, cyberspace promises
fluid subjectivities; uninhibited gender play where ‘real life’ men, for example,
can ‘try on’ the experience of being a woman and vice versa, or where
anyone can experiment with homosexual experiences without fear of
ostracization.
As one cybertheorist describes the hope for moving beyond static
identities:
150
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The greatest freedom cyberspace promises is that of recasting the self: from static
beings, bound by the body and betrayed by appearances, Net surfers may
reconstruct themselves in a multiplicity of dazzling roles, changing from moment
to moment according to whim. (Stallabrass, quoted in Wakeford, 1999: 179)

Sherry Turkle’s work was one of the early studies to demonstrate users’
desire to experience a fluidity of social class identity.The hopes for fluidity
often specifically address gender, particularly within social use of MUDs and
MOOs, advocating the possibilities of gender fluidity usually in terms of users
adopting gender-neutral avatars or a name or persona of the opposite sex.
(Bruckman, 1996; Stone, 1995;Turkle, 1995) Lori Kendall’s recent book
Hanging Out in the Virtual Pub (2002) offers an excellent summary of the
discourse of hopes offered by a variety of cybertheorists:
As quasi-physical ‘hangouts’ that allow for speachline interactions among groups
of people, muds in particular seem to inspire these kinds of hopes. For instance,
Turkle states that MUDs allow people ‘the chance to discover . . . that for both
sexes, gender is constructed’ (1995: 223). Similarly, Bruckman suggests that
‘MUDding throws issues of the impact of gender on human relations into high
relief . . . it allows people to experience rather than merely observe what it feels
like to be the opposite gender or have no gender at all’ (1993: 4) . . . Dickel also
suggests that, rather than ‘reifying conventional, hegemonic gender bias’ (1995:
105), which he acknowledges as a possibility existing on other online forums,
MUDs allow a ‘play of gender within the imagination [which] opens up . . . a
destabilization of gender positions which might spread beyond the internet into
the larger culture’ (106). (Kendall, 2002: 11)

The hope of such ‘queered’ spaces is not merely that such play occurs
online, but that somehow this online gender-play may affect offline social
relations:
Gender switching appears to be a relatively infrequent behavior practiced by a
minority of users . . . Approximately 60% of social MOO and 40% of role-play
MOO users had never engaged in this behavior. An additional 15–23% had tried
gender switching but stopped. Even among those currently gender switching, the
majority did so infrequently. Less than 6% of the social MOO participants spent
over half their time as a gender switched character. (Roberts and Parks, 2002: 280)

Transcending binaries
Closely related to the desires for fluid identities are the hopes of transcending
binaries.To make sense of our conceptual and linguistic world, we rely on the
differences created through these binaries – i.e. we understand male in
relation to female, etc. However, binaries are not only a problem in terms of
their apparent intractability in our conceptual grasp of the world, but they
have very real material effects on how people experience themselves in
the world.The trouble with binaries is that the two named terms of binary
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pairs – e.g. male/female, good/bad, black/white – are not equal; one
becomes privileged over the other.The privileged term of the binary pair
translates into social values, norms and power that marginalize those marked
by the ‘lesser’ of the binary term. Binaries not only torment feminist and
poststructural theorists but also represent a seemingly intractable foundation
of traditional western thinking.
Cyber-hopefuls extol the possibility of transcending binaries and dualisms
through cyber-morphing. Poster, in even stronger terms, suggests that the
ability of MUDders to adopt a ‘fictional role that may be different from their
actual gender . . . drastically calls into question the gender system of the
dominant culture as a fixed binary’ (quoted in Kendall, 2002: 11). For example,
a cyborg is itself both human and machine, thus defying that binary opposite.
In Stone’s vision, virtual interactions allow us to enact our cyborg identities.
Cyberspace represents the potential for ‘emergent behavior, for new social
forms that arise in a circumstance in which body, meet, place and even
space mean something quite different from our accustomed understanding’
(1995: 37). Offering a strong counter to the hopes, another cybertheorist
retorts:
If I had a dime for every paper I received from enthusiasts announcing that
participating in a MOO ‘breaks down gender barriers’ because of its
‘performance elements’, I would be the next Bill Gates.This line of thought,
generally described by my friends on the Net as ‘gender fucking’, has the
following levels of naiveté: first, it carries a wrong assumption that an online
textual body is performative, whereas a biological body at the end of the terminal
is stable. Second, it presents gender fucking primarily as an issue of choice, thus
reinforcing an idea that you put on gender, like a change of clothing and that
gender doesn’t wear you. In short, online or off it, identity and gender are
complicated performances, particularly immune to Utopias. (Senft, 1996: 17)

Hope 2: transcending space and place
Echoing the advertising hype of transcending the limitations of material space
and F2F communication, cyber-discourse invokes notions of a ‘postgeographical
world’. Such utopian hopes envision digital worlds where we connect across
differences of national and geographic boundaries:‘the new technologicallymediated world will be a post-geographical world,“profoundly anti-spatial” in its
nature’ (Mitchell, quoted in Robins and Webster, 1999: 240–1).
The hope discourse offers a transspatial, transcendental vision; a world less
defined by violent boundaries of nations or segregated communities. But it
also may harken a ‘postmodern’ version of the classical wish to go beyond this
world and arrive into God’s:
The postmodern will to virtuality parallels the medieval religious will to
transcendence . . . Cyberspace is socially constructed as the postmodern paradise
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• Figure 6

Image by Alex Ostroy, originally published in Wired magazine

and all our hopes for virtuality express our desire to escape the limitations of our
bodies and the ills of our society. (Fisher, 1997: 122).

‘Virtual paradise’ discourses bear more similarity to Cartesian desires to
transcend ‘polluting’ bodies and the impermanence of space and time.14 This
discourse is illustrated in popularized form in Wired magazine, in which a
cover story in 2002 advertised computers as theology:‘computation seems
almost a theological process. It takes as its fodder the primeval choice
between yes and no, the fundamental state of 1 or 0’ (Kelly, 2002: 180)
(see Figure 6).
To reiterate, this argument is neither meant to be a critique of users, nor of
engagement in online social spaces where, ostensibly, users can experiment
with fluidity and transcending the body or difference. Rather, it interrogates
how the discourses of hypes and hopes overlap and in turn how these are
collectively contradicted by the actualities, to which we now turn.
THE ACTUALITIES
Cartesianism with a twist
While the hypes and hopes suggest that we can inhabit a communicative world
where anonymity reigns and freedom of expression rules regardless of one’s
bodily identity, the actualities evidence that in fact, users rely on
markers such as age, sex and location to make sense of online communication.
The mythologies of anonymity and fluidity appear to have their limits: users
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• Figure 7 DataCard Group (Note: DataCard Corporation d/b/a Datacard Group does not
endorse or recommend the views and/or opinions of the author expressed herein or any
products/services she may offer)

require that the other offers ‘essential’ data about their ‘real life’ identity
so that sense can be made of textual utterances. In short, we seem to be able
to go only so long without asking or imagining these familiar social markers
and cues.
Hence ‘digital Cartesianism with a twist’: the online context promising
pure, disembodied communication and the ‘twist’ of the body required to
make sense of textual communications.This ‘twist’ is well illustrated by the
frequency with which users inquire about others’ ‘age/sex/location’ (‘asl’) in
order to interpret communication and/or to confirm one’s projection of the
other’s identity.15 In many environments users are obsessively concerned with
‘asl’. As O’Brien in her study ‘Writing in the Body: Gender (Re)production
in Online Interaction’ succinctly puts it,
even when the body is anchored elsewhere and unavailable as the source of
symbolic cueing, central distinctions that reference the body as connected to self
will still be evoked as the basis of meaningful communication. (O’Brien, 1999: 85)

Consider this random selection from a bulletin board in which users debate
the practice of demanding ‘asl’:
soby18 Wots with everyone’s first question alway asking asl (age, sex, location) i just
want have a chat with someone with out people asking this as the first question.
bensam59 Oh! i know excately how u feel
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mandy1978 ITS JUST SOMETHING TO SAY TO BREAK THE ICE AND
GET THE CONVERSATION GOING, INTRESTING 2 SEE WHERE
PEOPLE LIVE AND WHO THEY ARE THATS ALL
en1pappy I agree with you one 100 % every chat room i go to alway ask asl …
just about every time i try to get a friend the big asl? comes up … I have my
age on my profile so why invite me to be a friend then turn around and ask asl
… ok age does matter, kids must be very careful who they talk to, but what does
the sex and location have to do with it . . .
nanasangel it burns me up when the first question is always asl? what ever
happen to hello? how r u doing? thank you very much … soby 18 you got a
smiley from me …
winterborn_44 i feel just like every body i don’t want a date i just want
to chat
Foxxie73 Hey, I understand where you are coming from, but also try and look at
it this way . . .When you are chatting with someone wouldn’t you want to kinda
know what age group there in so then you have some idea of what to talk about?
I mean if you were talking to someone who is 40 you wouldn’t be talking about
celebs and gossip because they wouldn’t know about it as well as the teens do or
location, It is a great conversation starter. Gender, well that doesnt really matter
but u might as well ask all in once when u type asl and its just a quick answer.
(http://www.grab.com/community/boards/viewtopic.php?t=873)

Curiously, the users themselves interrogate the significance of the ‘asl’
practice, revealing their own perception of the tension between the promise
of disembodied exchange and this reinvocation of stereotyped bodies.These
debates about the practice of requiring that users declare their age, sex and
location illustrate the concerns of critics:
[T]here remains persistent and apparent cultural resistance to gender model
change . . .Whatever social construction is, it is not something that appears to be
easily made malleable or ambiguous even in the rapidly changing world of
technological civilization. (Ihde, 2002: 31)

This reinscription of stereotypes of the body occurs not only in purely
social online environments but also in other discussion groups such as
Usenet. In an article titled ‘Reading Race Online: Discovering Racial
Identity in Usenet Discussions’, Burkhalter demonstrates that in his studies
of newsgroup users:
Discussion between groups, which progressive people might hope would
alleviate racial stereotypes, instead is a site where previously held stereotypes are
made into self-fulfilling prophecies . . . In online discussions, readers treat racial
identities as entailing particular perspectives . . . A discrepancy arises when a
person identified as a member of a particular racial group by his or her physical
characteristics offers a perspective that is inconsistent with the stereotype of that
group. (1999: 72–3)
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Readers make an essentialized link between a user’s racial identity and the
views that this person is expected to hold. For example, the following post
responds to an author who was troubled by blacks she had seen on a talk
show and finds a discrepancy between the author’s identity as black and the
perspective that she offers:
It is a shame that you even have to ask these questions because I would
hope that you see more blacks on Ricki Lake, whether you are black or
white. But being black, I am truly amazed at what you have asked. I will
just guess that you are still a teen (as opposed to a hick that has never seen
a black person) and haven’t been out in the world and exposed to much.
(1999: 72–3)

The Usenet member is confused by how a ‘black’ person could express a
particular view that does not conform to a stereotyped notion of ‘the
perspective that ‘should be’ held by a black person.The user reconciles the
dissonance by ‘filling in’ and attributing the discrepancy to the other’s age and
ignorance:
[R]esolving these puzzles by modifying the author’s identity allows readers to
maintain the connection between racial identities and perspectives . . .
perspective and race are made to conform online. Far from being a site where
race, racism, ethnocentrism or stereotyping are banished, these phenomena
flourish in newsgroups. (Burkhalter, 1999: 73)

Despite the hypes and hopes that online interaction might open up new
spaces of communication, there is ample evidence that users invoke habitual
assumptions and stereotypes about bodies in order to make sense of the
other.16 As Stone ascribes,
for symbolic exchange originating at and relating to the surface of the body,
narrowing the bandwidth has startling effects. A deep need is revealed to create
extremely detailed images of the absent and invisible body . . . Frequently in
narrow-bandwidth communication the interpretative faculties of one participant
or another are powerfully, even obsessively, engaged. (1995: 93)

Following Lacan, Stone argues that desire
theorized as a response to perceived lack, arises as a product of the tension
between embodied reality and the emptiness of the token, in the forces that
maintain the preexisting codes . . . for body . . . that are absent from the token.
(1995: 95)

And Baym reiterates:
Because computer-mediated interactants are unable to see, hear and feel one
another they cannot use the usual contextualization cues conveyed by
appearance, nonverbal signals and features of the physical context.With these
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cues to social context removed, the discourse is left in a social vacuum quite
different from face to face interaction. (1995: 139–40)

The body’s role as final arbiter of authentic identity is evident across
studies of online interaction. One of the most revealing crises of interaction
in which the body plays a most decisive role is one user’s experiences of
‘deception’ at the hands of another user.17
The anger expressed towards the deception turns on the body as being the
final arbiter of authenticity. As O’Brien argues:
Ultimately, one has either a vagina or a penis and the presence of one or the
other of these physical attributes marks an ‘authentic’ immutable presence in
time and space. Or so we will continue to believe. (1999: 95–6).

In the case of ‘deception’, the physical attribute of one’s ‘real’, biological
identity functions to determine the ‘real’ person. Stone notes that
the societal imperative with which we have been raised is that there is one
primary persona or ‘true identity’ and that in the off-line world – the ‘real’
world – this persona is firmly attached to a single physical body.
(1995: 73)18

Even so, computer-mediated relationships still may have the potential to
transcend these limited and stereotyped conceptions of the self and its
relationship to an essentialized body. But as O’Brien (1996, 1999) emphasizes,
for online relationships to represent and inhabit truly ‘queer’ or ‘transgendered
space’, the social meanings shared by those inhabitants both on and offline
must be social meanings unconstrained by omnipresent and dominant
assumptions about such categories as gender and ethnicity. Unfortunately,
there is not yet evidence that the majority of users inhabiting online spaces
represent a demographics of democracy, much less a population who share
‘queered’ understandings of the relationship of sex to gender. And the
question remains: ‘How might these narrow bandwidth educational
interactions disrupt fixed assumptions?’ One must examine the complexity of
people’s social networks and cannot examine solely ‘whether and how an
individual transforms her ideas in an online educational environment’. Any
person’s experience is occurring in myriad spaces, places and interactions.
It is not at all clear that the disembodied, anonymous space of online
communication can ensure that users will challenge fixed notions of gender
and racial identities in any way:
[T]he metaphor of the internet as space masks the disassociation of Netters
from their bodies, masks the fact that bodies are elsewhere, real, material –
invested with a responsible subjectivity. Here it is clearest that gender is
information, discourse rather than nature – and sexuality, offline or on it,
functions linguistically. But the deployment of this potentially dematerialized
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information has material effects and historically, they have been to the detriment
of women.We appropriate technology to our own physiques and resolutely
refuse to change our perceptions to fit the parameters of our inventions.
We may indeed be becoming cyborgs, as Haraway suggests, but if so, we are
cyborgs who perform traditional biography, Blade Runner androids passing as
standard human bodies and the standard body, the subject’s body, is male.
(Gilbert, 1996: 137)

Instances in which users ‘deceive’ others through misleading online
self-representations illustrate precisely how the body functions as the final
arbiter of truth, authenticity and meaning.You can be whomever you want to
be online, but quite often you will be asked to reveal your ‘true’ identity – i.e.
a shorthand reference to your gender or ethnicity. And once you have uttered
‘male’ or ‘female’, ‘black’ or ‘white’, there is little fluidity or ambiguity about
what this nomenclature means.
IMPLICATIONS FOR DIGITAL PEDAGOGY
Whose desire is it to transcend the body? What sense do we make of the
coincidence that, just as feminist poststructuralists, postcolonial theorists and
neo-Marxist accounts had begun to establish the significance of the body to
epistemology and signification, we encounter a new version of Descartes’
disembodied fantasy? In this concluding section, new digital Cartesianism is
read against some of the educational aims outlined by radical, progressive and
feminist educators.There persists a gulf within educational theory between
the discourses of cognitive psychology and social constructionism that frame
the development of instructional technologies and the critical theorists who
are beginning to articulate what would count as ‘creative’ and ‘critical’
digital pedagogies.While there is no space to outline this vast discrepancy
here, the discourses of digital Cartesianism align with the learning models
of the emphasis of instructional technology on ‘scaffolded learning’ and
‘banking education’ long eschewed within progressive and radical educational
practices.
The feminist philosopher Susan Bordo’s critique of Descartes and her
suggested goal of ‘dynamic objectivity’ offers an initial answer to the question:
‘Whose desire is it to transcend?’ She elaborates:
If the key terms in the Cartesian hierarchy of epistemological values are clarity
and distinctness – qualities which marked each object off from the other and
from the nowhere – the key term in this alternative scheme of values might be
designated as sympathy . . . [Sympathetic understanding] means granting personal
or intuitive response a positive epistemological value, even (perhaps especially)
when such response is contradictory or fragmented. ‘Sympathetic’ thinking,
Marcuse suggests, is the only mode which truly respects the object, that is,
which allows the variety of its meanings to unfold without coercion were too
focused interrogation. (1987: 102–3)
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Bordo outlines Evelyn Fox Keller’s notion of ‘dynamic objectivity’ and
argues that:
[I]n contrast to the conception of dynamic objectivity, Descartes’ program for
the purification of the understanding . . . has as its ideal the rendering impossible
of any such continuity between subject and object.The scientific mind must be
cleansed of all its ‘sympathies’ toward the objects it tries to understand. It must
cultivate absolute detachment. (1987: 103–4)

Sandra Harding calls this a supreme characterization of modern science and
a ‘super masculinization of rational thought’ (quoted in Bordo, 1987: 104).
Worthy of note is that, in striving to transcend binaries, some of the
discourses of hope outlined earlier actually reinscribe potential binary
divisions between subject and object.
Feminists and others have extended these worries about the dismissal of
embodied subjectivity directly to their analyses of digital identities. As Anne
Balsamo reflects:
Upon analyzing the ‘lived’ experience of virtual reality, I discovered that this
conceptual denial of the body is accomplished through the material repression of
the physical body.The phenomenological experience of cyberspace depends
upon and in fact requires the willful repression of the material body . . . From a
feminist perspective is clear that the repression of the material body belies a
gender bias in the supposedly disembodied (gender free) world of virtual reality.
(2000: 493)

Balsamo’s argument confirms the longstanding feminist critique of
Cartesian rationality. Namely, that the ideal of a reality ‘free from bodies’
reflects the masculinist ideal which entails a repression of materiality and the
body. In a moving story (‘Come in CQ’) that echoes this concern, Ullman
writes:
Ironically those of us who most believe in physical, operational eloquence are
the very ones most cut off from the body.To build the working thing that is a
program, we perform ‘labor’ that is sedentary to the point of near immobility
and we must give ourselves up almost entirely to language . . . Software
engineering is an oxymoron: we are engineers, but we don’t build anything in
the physical sense of the word.We think.We type. It’s all grammar.
And, cut off from the real body, we construct a substitute body: ourselves online.
We treat it as if it were our actual self, our real life. Over time, it does indeed
become our life. (Ullman, 1996: 12)

These notions of dynamic objectivity and insistence on the importance of
embodiment as part of epistemology and education are in strong tension with
the constrained imaginations of bodies and differences outlined in new digital
Cartesianism.
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What educational experiences lead to growth and transformation? How do
we comprehend self and other as situated in a lived, embodied and material
environment? In Experience and Education, Dewey cautions:
A primary responsibility of educators is that they not only be aware of the
general principle of the shaping of actual experience by environing conditions, but
that they also recognize in the concrete what surroundings are conducive to having
experiences that lead to growth.Above all, they should know how to utilize the
surroundings, physical and social, that exist so as to extract from them all that
they have to contribute to building up experiences that are worthwhile.
(1997[1938]: 40)

Dewey emphasizes the educator’s responsibility to consider the concrete
surroundings that shape educational experience. Educational growth and
transformation cannot be divorced from the material environment:
[W]e live from birth to death in a world of persons and things which in large
measure is what it is because of what has been done and transmitted from
previous human activities.When this fact is ignored, experience is treated as if it
were something which goes on exclusively inside an individual’s body and mind.
It ought not to be necessary to say that experience does not occur in a vacuum.
(1997[1938]: 39–40)

Dewey’s urging to consider the distributed experience of the self suggests a
fundamental epistemological and ontological problem for online education.
Why discourage users from engaging difference through computer-mediated
forms? As the problem of ‘drive-by difference’ was described earlier, the
concern is that in CMC we encounter the other only through voyeuristic
perception as opposed to a radical encounter with embodied difference that
leads to self-reflexive change.
Foreshadowing the work of thinkers such as Foucault as well as
contemporary analyses of how space is defined not merely in terms of its
absolute, physical stasis, but more importantly, how spaces dynamically
construct social experience and vice versa, Dewey’s critique of traditional
education parallels contemporary concerns about online education:
Traditional education . . . could systematically dodge this responsibility.The school
environment of desks, blackboards, a small school yard, was supposed to suffice.
There was no demand that the teacher should become intimately acquainted with
the conditions of the local community, physical, historical, economic, occupational,
etc., in order to utilize them as educational resources. (1997[1938]: 40)

Dewey’s insistence on the local, physical, historical conditions as
fundamental to a progressive pedagogy suggests that, at minimum, education
that is conducted entirely online needs to revisit what it might look like to
invoke this material historicity as part of the educational exchange.19 In
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contemporary terms, Alison Adam asks in Artificial Knowing: Gender and the
Thinking Machine:
[H]ow far is the body or embodiment necessary for having knowledge[?] . . .
[A]t least two aspects of situatedness are of interest – being physically situated in
an environment (which relates to the embodiment problem) and being socially
situated in a culture. (1998: 129)

For many educators – as illustrated by Ingrid Banks’ comments
earlier – the body represents a kind of shared ‘text’ within a physically
proximate environment and is recognized as part of the subject who
experiences growth or transformation.The risk of losing the body as
part of transformative pedagogy in web-enhanced education is a
real one.
More systematic studies are needed to investigate precisely what is gained
when users feel more ‘freedom’ to speak in online discussions and what this
means about our ability to engage in productive F2F dialogue (Boler, 2004).
We need to know how and when students feel recognized or heard during
online discussions about volatile questions regarding gender, ethnicity,
sexual orientation and disabilities. For example, in an article titled ‘Type
Normal Like the Rest of Us’, Alison Regan analyzes the pedagogical and
ethical dilemmas that she faces when, in an online chat in her composition
course, a student expresses death threats towards homosexuals and in the
ensuing discussion the students use the pronoun ‘we’, revealing the
assumption that all the participants were heterosexual. Regan analyzes how
such homophobic expressions easily result in the silencing and ‘exclusion of
lesbian and gay participants from networked conversation’ (1994: 118). As
Gilbert puts it:
The Net is not ‘just words’ . . . but a space of social action, in which subjects are
responsible for their utterances and performances and in which discursive actions
can mobilize material effects. Like other social spaces, it is not safe . . .That these
spaces are discursive rather than material does not lessen their phenomenological
reality. (1996: 137)

Finally, given that one of the primary arguments about digital participation
is that users feel freer to participate because of the safety offered by relative
anonymity, how can we measure dialogue in its transformative sense as
engaged in CMC? Paulo Freire contends that dialogue
cannot exist unless the dialoguers engage in critical thinking – thinking which
discerns an indivisible solidarity between the world and the people and admits
of no dichotomy between them – thinking which perceives reality as process, as
transformation, rather than as a static entity-thinking which does not separate
itself from action, but constantly immerses itself in temporality without fear of
the risks involved. (1970: 92)
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Freire’s vision seems in part antithetical to the distanced anonymity of
interaction in digital environments.This sense of safety is not the kind of
risk-taking Freire calls for: rather, he envisions a risk-taking based in action,
self-reflexive praxis and dialogue that recognizes the body, the word and
world as material constituents of identity and change.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it is possible to imagine engaging CMC in ways that do not
promote new digital Cartesianism. It is possible to imagine web-enhanced
education that engages bodies in F2F environments in ways that can be taken
up with complexity in CMC environments. Nevertheless, the risks are great.
We live in an era of time–space compression where attention is at a premium
and the economy is fueled by oversaturated attention.We have invested
decades of theory, practice and politics to create physical and theoretical
spaces in which bodies and differences are recognized – in all of their
complexities – as fundamental to the production of meaning. Bodies are
messy and differences fraught.What would it take to preserve messiness and
conflict as foundational values, rather than being tempted by neat and tidy
drive-by difference, as we shape the digital future in all its material
significance?
Notes
1 This notion of materiality is referenced in Sofoulis, in which she writes that the
‘objects and bodies studied/produced by technoscience . . . are . . . “material/semiotic
actors”, whose boundaries are not predefined but ‘materialize in social interaction’
(2003: 6).To some extent this portrait drawn from Latour and Haraway characterizes
the needed understanding of communication (even in so-called ‘disembodied’ spaces)
as materially productive. Similarly, in Technologies of Gender (1987), De Lauretis
addresses how technology shapes and mediates our relationships in the physical and
material world.
2 Here I signal two distinct fields: feminist poststructuralism and postcolonialism that
consider the centrality of the body to epistemology and perception, and more recent
critiques of cyberculture that raise worries about the ‘disembodiment’ discourses that
threaten the inroads made by earlier decades of feminist and postcolonial work. For
example, Fanon’s considerations of how the body is perceived through the gaze of the
other and how that look is then internalized into the self, is not a theoretical issue widely
considered by cyber-enthusiasts that I discuss in the ‘hopes’ section.There are a handful
of feminist analyses of the representation of bodies in cyberculture that have begun to
develop the urgently needed ‘materialist’ analyses of the body in relation to technology –
a concern certainly initiated in Haraway’s (1991[1985]) A Cyborg Manifesto. King (2003)
references Haraway’s notion of technology as ‘frozen social relations’, which may be
another way of talking about the intractability of stereotyped notions of bodies in
relation to lived practices.The representation of the body has been taken up by some
cultural and certainly literary studies (Foster, 1999; Joyce, 1999; Nakamura, 2000;
O’Brien, 1999); but there is far less to be found in the way of a neo-Marxist or feminist
analysis of the relationship of the body to technology in everyday practices.
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3 For example, I co-directed a documentary about a women’s studies class that had been
conducted entirely online during a summer session (Boler and Vellenga, 2000).This
project developed when one of the students came to me at the end of the class and
described the ‘wow’ experience that she and other students had during the entirely
online course. Many of the students had experienced some measure of transformative
growth. As we interviewed students on camera, it was revealed that it was the
frequency and ‘intimacy’ of IM exchange with the professor, who was conducting the
course from hundreds of miles away, that established the basis for this sense of
transformative ‘wow’.The student who originally approached me told me that students
were prepared to rent a car and take a road trip to meet the professor who was
in Kansas: in fact, they were obsessed with meeting this fabulous professor
‘face to face’.
4 Yet others argue, to the contrary, that degrading and harmful norms and stereotypes
are reinscribed within the social spaces of digital relations (Burkhalter, 1999; O’Brien,
1996; Regan, 1994).
5 In, 2002, I conducted a study with James Dwight of 10 top tier journals in education
and educational technology (see also Dwight et al., 2006). Striking in these findings of
journals between 1997–2002 was that in journals devoted to educational theory, only
about 5 percent of the articles addressed critical theories of technology or new media in
relation to education.A corresponding absence was found in top information technology
journals: only a very small percentage addressed questions of social context, ethnicity, class,
gender or critical perspectives on technology. This signals a serious gap in the way that
the field of education is conversing about the progressive uses of new media.
6 For discussions of globalization and neo-liberalism as relevant to an analysis of information
technology, see for example, Castells (2000), Harvey (2000) and Sassen (1998).
7 Particularly fascinating within cyberculture hypes as well as hopes, is the association of
body–space–femininity.The philosophical roots of the masculinist repudiations of the
body as polluting knowledge and truth are discussed extensively in numerous feminist
critiques (Benjamin, 1988; Bordo, 1987; Kaufman-Osborn, 1997, to signal a few). In a
forthcoming work I draw on feminist cultural geography to analyze how space is
represented and recreated in ‘nostalgic’ forms within online discourses.
8 This advertisement can be seen as Quick time online at http://it.stlawu.edu/uglobal/
pagessemiotics/montagewcom.html
9 Discussing avatars, Nicola Green states that the ‘digitized bodies’ represent the
historically constructed western individualist subject whom Grosz suggests is a
historical abstraction because it evokes sameness, similarity and continuity. As
Robins notes in the case of virtual systems . . . all identities can be rendered as
one of these ‘universal’ (masculine) digital identities, thus suppressing the
material effects of difference in digital interaction. (2001: 154)
10 The MCI ad can also be seen at http://www.brillomag.net/NO3/erasism.htm
11 Frequently, in traditional philosophy ‘space’ is considered something to be transcended
and has been associated with femininity (McDowell, 1999). Correlated with ‘being’,
space is understood traditionally as a fixed and static materiality.Thus space is often
opposed to time or the masculine progress associated with ‘becoming’. Feminist
geographer Doreen Massey (1994) makes a powerful case that we need to understand
space not as fixed and static, but as dynamic and changing. She defines ‘place’ in part
as ‘localities’ which are shared social spaces. Places are defined as a locality of shared
space, dynamic and changing because they are defined not by ‘boundaries and
containment’ but by social interactions.
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12 This refers in part to the effect of information technologies and the creation of the
so-called ‘global village’. Massey (1994) points out that the recent emphasis and
anxiety expressed by theorists regarding time–space compression reflects two aspects
of patriarchal ethnocentrism. First, the ethnocentric or colonizer’s view that this
compression of time–space is ‘new’. In fact, many ethnic groups and communities
have been exiled, forced to move or colonized for centuries and so have experienced
time–space compression for generations.The anxieties associated with time-space
compression are new only for the colonizer. Second, the depiction of time–space
compression as creating much greater ‘global movement’ ignores the fact that
mobility – say, for women and many poor persons – is still greatly constricted and
highly dependent on ‘power geometry’ or access to social and economic class
and power. In short, while time–space compression affects many persons across
socioeconomic classes, it creates ‘increased mobility’ only for the few ‘jetsetters’ who
fly business class from one country to another calmed by the presence of Starbucks
in every international airport and city.
13 There is, by 2005, a well-established trajectory of sociological and ethnographic
literature studying the experience of identities online. I conceptualize the early work in
this field as having established its own unique perimeters (Rheingold, 1994; Stone, 1995;
Turkle, 1995).There was then an influx of feminist analyses that both embraced the
potential for gender-shifting as well as critiquing the ‘hopes’ for reasons similar to those
I pose in this article (Baym, 1995; Bruckman, 1996; Herring, 1994; Kendall, 2002).
14 The theme of transcendence as connected to religious discourses occurs frequently
both in reflective and unreflective forms in cyberculture literature.The range of
writings that discuss explicitly the religious elements of the discourses include Heim
(1993) and Wertheim (1999). In another forthcoming article I analyze the significance
of the invocation of transcendence from space and place, reading cultural geography
against these ‘religious’ cyberculture discourses to examine the gendered nature of the
repudiation of space and place.
15 In another example, the purpose of the online chat is advertised precisely to search for
people on the basis of their ‘asl’:
Communities.com is an international online community where people from all
over the world (184 countries) meet, chat, flirt and interact every day.There are
loads of things to do and it’s FREE to join!
Make new friends
Whether you’re looking for new friends in a different part of the world or in
your local area you should be able to find them here. If you’re looking for
someone in particular you can search for members by age, sex, location, etc.
When you find someone that seems interesting you simply send them a message
and start chatting. And who knows, maybe you’ll even find the love of your
life inside!
16 To the extent that this is accurate, psychoanalytic analyses of self–other relations
constructed in online communities is promising (Benjamin, 1988). Unfortunately,
there is no evidence yet that the majority of users inhabiting online spaces represent
a demographics of democracy, much less a population who share ‘queered’
understandings of the relationship of sex to gender. How are educators, in particular,
to challenge cultural habits, values and norms within the narrowed bandwidth on
text-based interactions?
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17 One of the more famous is the incident of Joan, the ‘wheelchair therapist’. Despite
that he was ‘in fact’ a man, the user Alex presented himself online (or was
misperceived once and then came to assume this continuing identity) as a disabled,
wheelchair-bound female therapist. As an online persona, over the course of several
months ‘Joan’ developed numerous highly intimate relations with other women.When
eventually ‘some of the online friends wanted to meet her in person’, real-life Alex
freaked out and decided that online Joan needed to die. Joan’s fictitious husband then
gets online and tells the friends that Joan is deathly ill in a hospital.When the online
friends offer an outpouring of financial and emotional assistance, real-life Alex
finally decides Joan needs to recover. However, when ‘real’ cards and flowers are
sent to the supposed Manhattan ‘hospital’, the fiction unraveled and Joan is revealed to
be Alex.
There are numerous accounts of this particular event. Joan’s friends were furious
with the deception. As Sherry Turkle summarizes, some of the anger is simply anger at
being lured into intimacy by a man who posed as a woman to win their secret
confidence. Some of the anger
centers on the fact that Joan had introduced some of her online women friends
to lesbian netsex and the women involved felt violated by Joan’s virtual actions
[when in fact he was a man] . . . In other accounts, Joan introduced online
friends to Alex, a Manhattan psychiatrist, who had real-life affairs with several of
them. (1995: 229)
18 In social theories of online identities and communities, there is debate about what
constitutes the ‘real’ persona and disagreement about what such ethics must be based
upon; for example, when this crisis occurred in the CompuServe community,
the hackers . . . just smiled tiredly . . . All of them had understood from the
beginning that the net presaged radical changes in social conventions, some of
which would go unnoticed.That is, until an event like the disabled woman who
is revealed to be ‘only’ a persona – not a true name at all – along with the
violated confidences that resulted from the different sense in which various
actors understood the term person, all acted together to push these changes to
the foreground. (Stone, 1995: 80–1)
At what point did the transgression of acceptable ethical norms occur? Where does
one draw the line regarding which self counts as real in online interactions? However,
these questions are beyond the scope of this article. My focus is simply to recount
how the body functions as an emergent ‘metaphysics of presence’.
19 The materiality of the body is ignored also in the hype of the ‘accessibility’ of online
education for certain populations: for example, offering homebound women with
children access to online education reinscribes women’s isolation from the public
sphere. Alternatives include providing women with the option of adequate childcare
so they can engage in face-to-face education.To isolate certain bodies geographically
may deliver less on the promise of ‘connection’ across borders and instead reinscribe
women’s exclusion from the public sphere. Further, a concern expressed by many is
that engaging with others via digital representations of language and images atomizes
and isolates social experience.Whether or not one sees time spent online as
socially isolating or not, relatively few studies exist that take as a central question the
body’s material relationship to computing practices through a materialist or
phenomenological frame.
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